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Reversible softening ofthe intrarnolecular A g (2) pentagonal РinсЬ (РР) rnode ofa С60 single 
crystal in the [асе centered cubic phase has been studied as а function of laser power density Ьу 
теаns of Rarnan scattering. The average ternperature rise in the laser excitation spot has Ьееп 
deterrnined using the Stokes to anti-Stokes integrated peak intensity ratio for the Hg{l) phonon 
rnode. Softening of the PP-rnode was fоuщl tobe due to heating оС the sarnple resu!ting frorn 
laser irradiation, in good quantitative agreement with experimenta! restllts obtained for uniform1y 
heated samp!es. These fmdings are in excellent agreement with results obtained Ьу nurnerical 
calculations of the !осal ternperature distribution and average temperature in the !aser spot based 
оп calcu!ated integrated intensities of the Stokes and anti-Stokes bands of (Ье PP-rnode. These 
ca!cu!ations were based оп experimentardata forthe temperature dependence ofphonon frequency 
anд width, absorbance, and therrnal cond.uctivity in solid С60. 

1. INТRODUCТION 

Raman scattering has been, since the initial discovery of the fullerene family of compounds, 
а уету useful tool for their characterization. In particular, the response of the A g (2) PP-mode 
to а variety of perturbations Ьм been used to probe many diverse properties-of solid fullerene 
and fullerene-based materials. These include temperature- and pressure-induced orientation
ordering phase transitions and effects due to intercalation of sblid С60 with alkali metals [1-
5]. Raman scattering Ьм also Ьееп used to s1udy photodimerization observed in solid С6о 
under conditions of intense laser illumination, and dimerization caused Ьу ЬЩh pressure and 
temperature treatment [6,7). Тhe latter effects are clearly manifested Ьу the considerable 
softening of the A g (2) PP-mode. 

Тhe frequency ofthe A g (2) mode initially reported Ьу Bethune et al. [8] for the room-tem
perature Raman spectrum of air -exposed См Шms is 1469-ст -1. It was also reported 1hat the 
room-temperature Raman spectrum of oxygen-free С60 contains а broad peak at 1459 cm- I , 

which is more intense than the 1469-ст- I peak. Exposure ofthe sample 10 oxygen leads {о 
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recovery of the 1469-ст- 1 peak [9]. ТЬе 1459-ст- 1 peak in the Raman spectrum of С6О was 
explained Ьу Rao et al. [6] as а manifestation of the photoassisted dimerization of oxygen-free 
С6О films under intense laser i1Iumination. It has aIso been shown that oxygen-exposed С6О 
f!lms are more resistant to Ill$er irradiation, and need considerabIy higher laser ~wer densities 
to initiate the photodimerization reaction [6, 10]. ТЬе softening ofthe PP-mode associated with 
the photodimerization of С60 is irreversibIe. ТЬе phototransformed materiaI is stabIe at room 
temperature and can Ье recovered only upon heating to temperature greater than 420 К. When 
the laser i1Iumination level is below the photodimerization threshold, the PP-mode exhibits 
reversibIe softening down to 1461 ст- 1 [9-11]. 

Reversible softening of the PP-mode caused Ьу laser i1Iumination Ьш attracted special 
interest in Raman scattering studies of solid С6О , especialIy concerning its origin [12]. Raman 
experiments performed at 40 К Ьауе divu1ged ,the existence of а second wid~ band downshifted 
Ьу", 3 ст- 1 from the 1469-ст- 1 peak at а laser power density '" 50 W/cm2 [12]. Increasing 
the laser power density leads to gradual softening and enhancement of the intensity of this band. 
At the same time, the intensity of the 1469-ст- 1 peak goes down, and disappears at а laser 
power density of '" 300 W/cm2 without any detectabIe change in peak position. А softening of 
the new band continues as the power density increases, and becomes irreversibIe at laser power 
densities exceeding 500 W /ст2 • Splitting and softening of the РР- mode is related to the high 
concentration of molecules in the lowest excited triplet state resulting from the ЬщЬ absorbance 
of laser radiation, ЬщЬ singlet-triplet intersystem crossing, and the relatively high lifetime of I 

the triplet state [11-13]. It is assumed under these conditions tIiat еасЬ intramolecular phonon 
mode wilI split into two Raman components that correspond to the PP-mode frequencies in 
the ground and excited electronic states of the С6О molecule [12]. 

This assumption, in ош opinion, must Ье examined in light of the photophysics of large 
molecular systerns. It is welI established that the frequency of any intramolecular phonon mode 
of а large molecule, for example an aromatic hydrocarbon, is higher in the electronic ground 
state than in the excited states [14]. ТЬе frequency difference deterrnined via vibrational ana1ysis 
ofthe electron-phonon bands in the luminescence and absorption spectra varies from 5 to 10% 
of the corresponding ground state frequency. Moreover, the frequencies of the corresponding 
modes in the ground and excited states of а molecule Ьауе fIxed values and do not depend оп 
the populations of the various states, which are, in turn, related to the laser power density. 
In С6О , the frequency difference of the spIit Raman peaks [12] is very small in comparison to 
the PP-mode frequency, and the change in frequency сап Ье attributed to population of the 
excited triplet state [12]. 

From another point of view, laser i1Iumination heats the sample, which, as а rulе, is фе 
main reason for phonon mode softening. ТЬе heating (')f solid С6О under laser irradiation, even at 
low laser power densities, is due to the relatively low thermaI conductivity ofthis materia1 [15]. 
ТЬт Ьш been proposed as an alternative mechanism for PP-mode softening [9,10]. 

ТЬе experimental study of sample heating due· to laser irradiation involves а rather 
straightforward procedure, and is based оп ana1ysis of Raman peak intensities in the Stokes 
and anti-Stokes regions of the spectrum. We Ьауе performed а detaiIed study of the softening 
of the PP-mode of solid С6О as а function of the laser power. Oиrmotivation was to examine 
the relationship between sample heating in the laser spot and PP-mode softening using the 
relationship between the total intensities of the Stokes IS(IJJ) to anti-Stokes IAs(lJJ) bands, 

Is(lJJ) [IJJL + IJJ] 3 ( nlJJ ) 
IAs(lJJ) IJJL - IJJ = ехр kBT ' 

(1) 
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where Т is the mean temperature in the laserspot, U) L is the laser frequency, and U) is the 
phonon frequency, appropriately corrected for the U)З scattering efficiency factor [16]. Etfects 
related to the frequency dependence ofthe optical coefficients ,have been neglected, as we are 
far enough from resonance conditions. We have measured detailed Rarnan spectra of С6о single 
crystals in the low-energy Stokes and anti-Stokes regions, as well as in the high- energy region 
where the PP-mode is located, at room temperature, and at various laser power densities. Тhe 
results clearly indicate considerable overheating of the sample in the laser spot. Тhey agree 
well with results оп the uniform bath temperature dependence of the РР- mode frequency. 
We have also performed numerical calculations of the local temperature distribution and the 
mean temperature in the laser spot from the calculated integrated intensities of the Stokes and 
anti-Stokes bands of the PP-mode. Тhese calcиlations were based оп experimental data for 
the absorbance and thermal conductivity of solid С60 , and are in good agreement with the 
experimental results. 

2. EXPERIMENТS 

Single crystals of fиllerite were grown from а solution of С6о in toluene. The primary 
С6о material, with purity betterthan 99%, was obtained Ьу the Кriitschmer method [17]. Data 
were recorded оп crystals in the [олn ofthin platelets with well-developed specular surfaces and 
dimensions", 300 х 300 х 50 f.LmЗ • The uniform-temperature data were taken using anitrogen 
gai f10w cryostat, forbath temperatures ир to 470 К. In this case the samples were glued to 
the fшgеr tip using а high-temperature and high thermal conductivity glue. Room-temperature 
data were taken оп freely located air-exposed samples. 

Raman spectra were recorded using а triple monochromator (DILOR ХУ-500) equipped 
with а CCD cryogenic detector system. Тhe spectral width of the system was '" 5 ст -1. Тhe 
514.5-nm line of an Лr+ laser was used for excitation. The laser Ьеат was focused to а spot 
either '" 1.25 f.Lm in diameter using an Olympus 100х objective, or '" 7.5 f.Lm in diameter 
using а Nikon 20х objective with а f1иx adapter. The laser spot diameter and half-width are 
critical parameters, along with the laser power, in assessing and сотрапng experimental results 
оп laser-induced etfects. Throughout this paper, we have adopted as the laser spot diameter 
and half-width the values measured at the 10% and l/e intensity values relative to the peak, 
respectively. The spectra were recorded in back-scattering geometry using а )./4 plate as а 
scrambler and an Olympus microscope system for image processing. The laser power at the 
sample varied from 0.06 to 0.3 m W for а laser spot diameter ~ 1.25 f.Lm, and from 0.4 to 1.5 m W 
for а laser spot diameter ~ 7,5 f.Lm. Тhe data for temperature dependence were recorded at the 
lowest laser power necessary. for recording spectra to rninimize the etfects of laser irradiation, 
:;lnd the temperature was stabilized for а long time to ensure uniforrnity over the entire sample 
volume. 

Peak positions and total intensities were deterrnined Ьу fitting Lorentzians to the 
experimental data. The accuracy of the peak positions was about 0.25 ст- 1 • То eliminate 
systematic errors in the peak positions, the experimental setup was calibrated before every 
measurement using the 17976.7-ст- 1 plasrna line of а Ne lamp, which is located near the 
PP-mode spectral position. The accuracy ofthe total peak intensities was lirnited Ьу the scatter 
in the background vaIues, and the error was therefore estimated to ье по more than 10% of 
the intensity of the weakest anti-Stokes band. The temperature stabilization accuracy during 
uniform temperature measurements was '" 1 К. 
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Fig. 1. Dependence ofthe PP·mode frequency 
of solid ~ оп laser power density at room 
temperature, laser spot diameter ....., 7.5 рm 
(open symbols). Solid symЬols show the 
dependence of the РР-modе frequency of 
solid ~ оп the uniform temperature of the 
sample, Tbath, for а f1Xed laser power density 
....., 200 Wjcm2• Solid lines are linear least-

square fits to the experimentaI data 

З. RESULTS AND DlSCUSSION 

ТЬе Raшaп spectrum of С6О single crystals, taken at room temperature and normal 
pressure, contains ten main intramolecular modes: H g (l)-Hg(8) and Ag{l), Ау (2). Тheir 

frequencies are very close to those previously determined: the differences do not ехсеОО 
2-3 сm- 1 [1,8]. In addition to these bands, there are some very weak Raman реаЬ that rnaу 
originate in second-order scattering [18]. ТЬе most intense Ау(2) PP-mode, located under 
попnal conditions at:::::: 1467.3 cm-1, corresponds to the out-of-phase stretching ofpentagonal 
and Ьещопа! carbon rings. " 

Thе frequency of all Ramap реаЬ is sensitive to the laser power density: the rnajority of 
the modes soften when the laser power increases. ТЬе dependence of the PP-mode frequency 
оп laser power density is shown in Fig. 1 Ьу open symbols. Thе initial value of the РР
mode frequency :::::: 1465.8 сm- 1 at laser power density :::::: 600 W/cm2 decreases linearly to 
:::::: 1461.8 сm- 1 as the laser power density increases to :::::: 2700 Wjcm2• Тhe extrapolation 
of this dependence to vanishing laser power density yields а frequency for the PP-mode of 
:::::: 1467.5 сm-'. This is close to the highest experimental value of 1467.3 сm-1 observed at 
minimal laser power density :::::: 200 W jcm2• 

Тhe softening of the PP-mode under laser illumination is reversible when the laser power 
density increases to:::::: 3000 Wjcm2 (for ап exposure time of:::::: 600 sec). At higher laser 
power densities it becomes irreversible, which case уШiЫе damage of the crystal surface at the 
illumination spot region is observed. ТЬе soHd symbols in Fig. 1 show the dependence of the 
PP-mode frequency оп the bath temperature, . Tbath, for the uniformly heated samples. Тhe 
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Иg. 2. Rзman spectra of solid см in the low
energy Stokes аnd anti-Stokes regioIlS at сооm 
temperature, for vari~us laser power levels W: 
а) 0.3 mW; Ь) 0.15 mW; с) 0.06 mW. Lзseс 
spotdiameter :::::: 1.25 р,m, Tb .. th "" 300 К, 
T:;tt js the теan temperature inside tOO laser 
spot determined from Щ. (1): а) T:;tt =< 

= 529 К; Ь} T:;tt = 401 К; с) T:;tt = 340 К 

laser power density for tЫs measurements was keptconstant at the lowest level, :::::: 200 W /ст2 , 
which corresponds as will ье shown, to а 10cal temperature rise of:::::: 10 К and а shift in 
phonon frequency of:::::: 0.2 cm-1• Тhese values асе close to the experimental accuracy in the 
peak position and estimated temperature in the 1aser spot. At room temperature, the frequency 
ofthe РР-тodе ш:::::: 1467.3 ст-1, and it decreases to 1463.7 ст- I at470 К. ТЬе temperature 
dependence of the РР-тodе frequency is very similar to its dependence оп 1aser power density. 
Тhш is а clear indication that softening ofthe PP-mode under 1aser illumination тау ье related 
to lоса1 overheating of thesample in the laser spot. 

Figure 2 shows Raman spectra of the С6О crystal taken in the Stokes and anti-Stokes 
regions at three different 1aser power levels. ТЬе spectrum in the Stokes region contains three 
intramolecular phonon modes, Hg(l), Hg (2}, and Ag(l), with frequencies 273, 435, and 
495 ст -1, respectively. In the anti-Stokes region, аН three spectra contain the prominent Н g(1) 
Raman резk. ТЬе other two резks асе not detectable at laser powers 0.06 and 0.15 mW; they 
only Ьесоте visible ifthe spectrum is recorded at 1aser power :::::: 0.3 mW. Тhe резk intensities of 
tOO Rarnan bands in the Stokes region асе essentially the вате in аН three spectra, whereas in the 
anti-Stokes region the intensity of H g{l) peak increases noticeablyas the laser power increases. 
This is а clear indication that the temperature of the sample within the laser illumination spot 
gradually increases with laser power. 

А comparison of the total intensities of the Hg{l) Raman peak in the Stokes and anti
Stokes regions оп the basis of Eg. (1), using temperature Т as .а f1tting parameter, yields 
the average temperature T:;tt inthe spot. ТЬе data reveal considerable overheating of the 
sample within the laser illumination spot. ТЬе temperature T:;!t сеасЬев :::::: 530 К at laser 
power 0.3 mWand spot diameter :::::: 1.25 р,т, which is about 270 К lower than the heater 
temperature for the sublimation of чо powder during vapor growth of fuUerite single crystals. 
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Fig. З. Dependence of PP-mode frequency 
of solid С60 оп the иniform temperature of 
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These data are compatible with visually observed damage of the crystal surface at high laser 
powers, when sublimation of material and crater creation takes рlасе due to extreme overheating 
of the material. As discussed below, the strong temperature rise is due to very low thermal 
conductivity, which strongly localizes the effect of the laser irradiation. 

Figure 3 shows the dependence of PP-mode frequency оп the uniforrn temperature of the 
sample Tbath (ореп symbols), and оп the теап temperature T:;tt in the laser spot at various 
laser powers, determined from Eq. (1) (solid symbols). The agreement between these data 
is within the experimental errors for the T:;tt determination, which varies from 20 to 50 К 
in the various measurements. The resиlts indicate that the temperature of the excited crystal 
region inside the laser spot, T:;tt, determined as described above, is significantly higher than 
room temperature, and increases with laser power .. They also теап that the dominant effect 
of laser illumination is to overheat the sample inside the laser spot, and there is по need to 
turn to the excited triplet state of С60 to explain softening of the PP-mode. The relatively high 
overheating of fullerite with respect to other solids is related primari1y to the relatively low 
therrnal conductivity of this material [15]. 

It сап ье shown that the resulting laser overheating is compatible with experimental data оп 
light absorbance and therrnal conductivity offullerite [15,19]. As а check, we Ьауе calculated 
the overheating temperature distribution tП(R, Z) inside the laser spot from the steady-state 
solution given original1y Ьу Lax [20] for constant therrnal conductivity: 

00 

T(R Z) = I owA(1 - !R) J d)" J, ()"R)F(),,) Ае-ЛZ - )..e-AZ 

6, Ко о А2 _ )..2 ' 
. О 

(2) 

where !R is the reflectivity, Ко is the therrnal conductivity at room temperature, and R = 
= r/w, Z = z/w, А = aw are dimensionless parameters forthe radius т, the depth z, and 
the absorption coefficient а. In the above equation, Jo()..R) is the zeroth-order Bessel function 
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and F(л) is the corresponding Bessel transform of the laser Ьеат рroШе, which is assumed 
to Ье Gaussian, and [(Т) = Ioexp(-r2/w2),where w is the Ьеат half-width at l/е ofthe 
maximum intensity [о . In this axial symmetry, the temperature рroШе depends only оп the 
radius r and depth z. 

In the above solution, the material is considered semi-infmite, ап approximation which is 
clearly not va1id in our case, as the crystallites are ofsmall dimensions. But due to the very 10w 
thermal conductivity, the calculations prove that heating is 10calized, and that it very closely 
follows the laser Ьеат рrоШе. 

The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity [21] and absorption coefficient 
[22] has a1s0 Ьееп considered in the literature. In the present case, the thermal conductivitycan 
Ье considered constant at 0.4 W· т -1. К -1 above room temperature [15], although more recently 
even 10wer values have Ьееп reported for the room":temperature thermal conductivity [23J. Тhe 
optical coefficients сап also Ье considered constant (absorption 2.7р,т- 1 [19] and reflectivity 
0.19 [24]) in the temperature range under consideration. Those two assumptions simplify the 
calcиlations considerably. The Ьеат half-width w was calculated from the value given Ьу the 
manufacturer of the microscope objective for· the excitation wavelength at optimum focusing 
and for 90% of the total intensity. As all measurements were obtained with the microscope 
very carefl111y focused, we сап aSSl1me that the actual vall1es are very close to optimal, i.e., 
w = 0.4 fJffi for 100х magnification and 2.5 fJffi for 20х magnification. ·In Fig. 4 we present the 
temperature distribl1tion obtained from Eq. (2) for severallaser Ьеат powers andspot diameters 
d = 1.25 fJffi (а) and 7.5 fJffi (Ь). 

The Raman spectra асе given Ьу the convolution ofthe scattering from volumes (27Гrdr dz) 
of circ111ar rings of equaltemperatl1re at the laser spot. Based оп the temperature distribl1tion 
along the r and z-axis obtained from Eq. (2), the Stokes spectra сап ье calculated from the 
cross section [16], neglecting the frequency dependence of the second-order susceptibility and 
the optical constants, as we are far from resonance, i.e., 

= 00 

dIs J J () )(U)L - U)З Г/2 I( ) -C>Z 
-d сх: dz dr 27ГТ (1 + 1] (_)2 + 2/4 . r е , 

U) ~ U) ~ г 
(3) 

о о 

where the phonon ful1 FWНM г ~ 5.1 + 0.003(Т - 300) ст- 1 апд the phonon frequency 

Т, К Т,К 

а 

600 600 

500 500 

400 400 

300 300 
О 0.5 1.0 1.5 О 2 4 6 8 

Radius, !1т Radius, pm 

fig. 4. Temperature distribution as а function of radius inside the laser spot ca1culated from 
Eq. (2) and assuming ambient sample tempetature ТО = 300 К and zero depth (z = О). 
а) Laser spot diameter d = 1.25 /-tffi and laser power is (1) 0.4; (2) 0.15, and (3) 0.06 mW; 
Ь) laser spot diameter d = 7.5 /-tffi and laser power is (4) 1.6; (5) 1.15, and (6) 0.38 mW 
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Fig. 5. Temperature in the laser excitation 
spot as а function оГ laser power for laser 
spot diarneter ~ 7.5 р,т. Solid symbols are 
experirnenta1 data for T:;?t determined from 
the Stokes to anti-Stokes tota1 intensity ratio for 
the Н 9 (1) phonon mode. Solid line is the теan 
ternperature Т;;~~, ca1culated using Eq. (2) 
and Eq. (3). Dashed line is the temperature 
Т(О, О) at the center ofthe laser excitation spot 
and zero depth (Т = О, z = О), calculated using 

Eq. (2) 

VJph ~ 1467 - 0.02(Т - 300)сrn- 1 both depend оп the temperature Т in а way defined Ьу the 
uniforrn heating (Fig. 1). The statistical factor 'г} is defined in [16} 

1 
'Г}(Т) = exp(hVJjkBT) _ 1 (4) 

For the anti-Stokes cornponent, the factor (1 + ry)(VJL - VJ)3 in Eq. (3) rnust ье replaced Ьу 
ry(I.I)L + 1.1)3. 

Based оп these calculations, the peak position, width, average ternperature, and ratio of 
the Stokes to anti-Stokes total intensities for the A g (2) PP-rnode сап ье obtained for еуету 
ternperature distribution. The calculated average ternperature in the spot, T~;~i, as obtained 
frorn the calculated ratio ofthe Stokes to anti-Stokes total intensities for the PP-mode (сопесtеd 
for the 1.1)3 dependence) are shown in Fig. 5 for d = 7.5 р,rn. In the sarne fщure, the data points 
indicate the expc;rirnental results for the average ternperature T:;tt obtained frorn the ratio of 
the Stokes to anti-Stokes cornpanents of the H g (1) phonon rnode, also солесtеd for the 1.1)3 

dependence. The agreernent between the theoretical predictions and the experirnental values is 
remarkable, despite the fact that по adjustable pararneters were used in the calculations. This 
is а strong indication that the rnodifications induced Ьу laser irradiation in the spectra are due 
tolocal heating, which can raise the ternperature to 600 К at the center of the laser spat (zero 
depth), and а power of ~ 1.6 rnW, аэ ош calclllations indicate for the value of Т(О, О) (shown 
Ьу the dashed Нпе in Fig. 5 and calculated frorn Eq. (2) for r = z = О). 

То соrnрате results obtained under various experirnental conditions, narnely the excitation 
spot diarneter d and laser power density Р, we found that the results for the average ternperature 
over the spot сап ье described Ьу the approxirnate expression 

(T)i/'ls ~ То + 1116 ~, (5) 

where the ternperature is given in К, То is arnbient ternperature, the laser power W is in rnW, 
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and d is in f.Lm. Таюng into account that W= P7rd2/4, expression (5) сап ье written 

(T)~7;8-:= То + 876Pd. (6) 

Equation (6) implies that at larger spot diameters, опе needs lower laser power densities to 
I 

achieve the same average temperature rise. Тhis resиlt is consistent with oиr experimental 
data obtained for sample overheating at tW() different spot diameters, and is а very 
important consideration in trying to compare results obtained under different experimental 
conditions [6,8-12]. Equation (6) makes it clear tщtthе power density is not sиfficient to 
compare results оп laser-induced overheating of materia1s with low thermal conductivity. 

The calculated temperatиre piofiles inside the laser spot show а considerable difference 
between the temperatиre at the center and periphefY of the spot. The difference, starting with 
-:= 30 К at W = 0.2 mW, reaches -:= 220 KatW = 1.6 mW (see Fig. 4). The highly 
nonuniform temperature distribution inside the spot resиlts [сот the low therma1 conductivity 
ofthe materia1. This тау ье the reason for the splitting ofthe PP-mode in the Rarпaп spectra 
taken at temperatиres lower than 250 К, the temperature of the orientationa1- ordering phase 
transition fюm [сс to sc structure [25]. According tovan Loosdrecht et al; [1], the temperature 
dependence of the PP-mode frequency exhibits а jump of about 4 cт~1 at 250 К. We rernark 
that iп this case the transition temperature of 250 К might Ье located between the maximum 
and minimum temperatures within the excitation spot.This means that for а range of laser 
Power densities within the excitation spot, опе сan Ьауе both the low and high temperature 
phases. The Raman spectra taken under these conditions are expected to show peaks of the 
PP-mode coming fюmthе two phases, with intensitiesproportional to the scattering volume 
corresponding to each phase. At lower and higher laser power densities, the асеа inside the 
excitation spot wi11 correspond to а single phase of the ~аtеrШ1 in the low ос high temperature 
phase, respectively. It must ье said that this is not exact1y the case in Ref. 12, because the laser 
power densities used are not sufficient to рюduсе the considerable temperatиre tise within the 
laser excitation spot. We a1so think that it might Ье interesting to extend the measurements of 
local overheating within the laser spot to the low-temperatиre region, taking specia1 precautions 
in the focusing of the laser Ьеат and measuring its power. с 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Reversible softening ofthe PP-mode in the Raman spectra of fullerite С60 under laser 
illumination is related to overheating ofthe materia1 inside the laser spot. Estirnates ofthe тean 
temperatиre inside the laser spot оп the basis of experimental Raпlап spectra in the Stokes and 
anti-Stokes regions show that it сап reach as high as 530 К at laser power -:= 0.3 mWand 
laser spot diameter -:= 1.25 f.Lm. The experimental dependence of PP-mode frequency оп the 
uniform temperature of the sample agreeswell with the dependence of the PP-mode position 
оп themean temperature in the laser spot. Numerical ca1culations of the local temperature in 
the laser spot, based оп experimental measurements of laser power density, optical absorption, 
and therma1 conductivity of solid СБО , are in good quantitative agreement with the experimental -
results. 
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